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Machine translation is an action performed on a computer that converts
text from one natural language into equivalent text in another language.
Among the principles of classification of machine translation we distinguish
translation with the participation of a computer in the translation process, the
number of languages that the system «understands», the type of documents
during the translation the system is focused on, and purely linguistic principle.
1) Translation with the participation of a computer in the translation
process. The systems of machine translation are divided into automated and
automatic. The automated systems of machine translation mean that the
translation is performed by a machine and the term «machine-aided
translation» is used for this type of translation.
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The automated systems of machine translation indicate machine
translation as such.
In automated machine translation systems, a person is a mandatory
participant in the translation process. The only part of the machine
participation is the performance of different routine operations, i.e. searching
for words and phrases in the automatic dictionary and outputting their
translation to the screen with a possible subsequent insertion into the source
text. In automatic systems it is, on the contrary, the machine analyzes the
input of the text and synthesizes the output, so that the translation with its
inevitable lexical, grammatical and stylistic errors is generally understandable
to the user and can be used as an informative document. At the same time,
such systems usually have the means to edit the machine product, which is
especially important during the translation of the texts that have the status of
documents in the literal sense of the word, such as technical documentation
supplied abroad with exported equipment [6].
2) By the number of languages that the system «understands» we mean the
translation according to which we distinguish bilingual and multilingual
systems. Bilingual systems translate for one language pair. If the system
covers more than one language pair, it is multilingual. In the development of
this point, it is advisable to take into account such divisions of the machine
translation systems as «two-way systems» which translate the text in both
directions, and «1-way systems» which translate the text in one direction.
3) By type of documents, the translation of which the system is focused
on. In particular, some systems that work only with the titles of the documents
(for example, patents), while others deal with the documents mostly with
technical specifications, etc. There are also universal systems that can
translate texts of different types at the same level of efficiency. Modern
systems software depends only on the structure of linguistic support, but not
on the specific content of the automatic dictionary, thus it is necessary to
distinguish between dictionaries of different systems, as well as the practical
possibility of their distribution. According to a purely linguistic principle, the
classifications of the machine translation system are divided into:
a) Systems that implement direct translation (direct translation);
b) Systems based on transfer (transfer approach); c) Systems with an
intermediary language (Interlingua approach).
These systems are of particular interest to computational linguistics. They,
according to the plan of their authors, must implement I, II, and III levels of
«understanding» of the input and output texts. Moreover, it seems quite
natural that the authors of this classification believe that the higher the level of
«understanding» is, the higher is the quality of the translation.
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a) Direct translation systems are built based on the following
considerations: we have two specific languages to which this particular
system is configured. The majority of the information is found in vocabulary,
therefore, it is enough to translate the vocabulary of the input text correctly,
for which it is necessary to remove the ambiguity that complicates this
(primarily grammatical) and brings the output structure to the minimum
necessary correspondence to the input syntactic structure, that the vocabulary
of the source text being translated conveys the information contained in the
text. These systems develop the philosophy of descriptor automatic systems.
They focus on vocabulary, ignoring the «global» syntax of the sentence and
relying on a minimal context. The latter is considered as a quasi-syntactic
formation: the grammatical characteristics of words and their mutual
arrangement are analyzed, but the syntactic, hierarchical organization of a
sentence or (at least) its fragments are not. It is important to emphasize that in
direct translation a sentence is both analyzed and synthesized not in the form
of a syntactic formation, but as a set of linear fragments. Of course, syntactic
connections and dependencies are taken into account in this linearity, but
indirectly and far from in full. The essence of direct translation is in the
hypothesis according to which the redundancy of the language is such that the
correct translation of vocabulary compensates for grammar errors. We can
also assume that the closer is the syntactic formatting of texts in two
languages, the higher is the quality of translation [7].
b) The rough direct translation contrasts with the transfer approach. Its
idea is if in direct translation the vocabulary often «does not work» due to
disregard of the syntactic role of words, it is necessary to identify the syntactic
structure of the input sentence, transform it into the structure of the translated
language and only then translate it at the lexical level, that is, to substitute
words into the syntactic structure of the source text.
A translation performed by a transfer system will be better than a translation
performed by a direct translation system if these conditions are met:
– The system correctly recognized the syntactic structure of the text;
– The vocabulary of transfer rules is quite complete;
– The structures of the input and output texts differ so that the
transformation is necessary [2, p. 597].
As we can see, the difficulties in both methods are similar: the need to
predict the behavior of words in the text in advance, ie at the level of speech.
In fact, in direct translation we are not interested in syntactic connections,
more precisely, in their whole mass, which means that there are simply no
errors that appear in non-existent connections. But, on the other hand, the
transfer approach in some cases eliminates the errors of direct translation,
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because it does not make direct, «subordinated» substitutions of words, and
therefore does not make the correspondent mistakes.
c) According to systems with an intermediary language, one of the main
prerequisites for their construction is the desire to significantly simplify the
development of multilingual systems, as well as significantly improve the
quality of translation. The main idea here is that, regardless of the language,
the text on the stage of analysis is transformed not into a structural expression
related to this language, but into a description independent of specific
languages, which conveys the content of the input text. After that, the
semantic representation is transformed into a text in the source language. Of
course, experienced translators first understand the content of the translated
text, and only then work with this content. When implementing this tool,
linguists face the same problems as the developers of transferred systems,
except that these problems are much more connected with the involvement of
broad semantic information, which, as we have seen, is very difficult to
formalize.
It is possible that different systems will translate the same text with
approximately the same quality indicators, but will make different mistakes.
This hypothesis needs to be tested to find new, more effective means of
translation. One of such ways may be the development of hybrid systems that
combine the capabilities of direct translation and transfer.
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